Wayne Kappelman works on the front line keeping San Francisco’s Sharp Park bulletproof

BY SETH JONES

The first major trade show of the year adds more education and sees an immediate uptick in attendees, optimism and buying interest.

BY SETH JONES

Focusing on irrigation in the golf course and sports turf arenas, Rain Bird’s Intelligent Use of Water Summit makes a splash with supers and students.

BY BETH GERACI

How Daconil shaped Lee Kozsey’s 50-year career.

BY CURT HARLER
SUPER SCIENCE

37 PoaCure herbicide tested on greens in Arizona
BY CLARK THROSELL, PH.D.

38 Glyphosate resistance in turf: A problem on the horizon
BY JAMES T. BROSNAN, PH.D. AND GREGORY K. BREEDEN

COLUMNS

8 Keeping up with the Jones — Seth Jones
16 At the Turn — Mark Woodward
18 From the Back Tees — Joel Jackson
20 Assistant Living — Matt Neff
42 The Turf Doc — Karl Danneberger
43 Clark Talks Turf — Clark Throssell

DEPARTMENTS

10 Starter
12 Golfdom Gallery
14 My Second Office
44 The 19th Hole